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Further information:

Time for Differentiation - SyTrust offers identrus Application Server

Certificate Validation is a necessity within the identrus system. Availability near 100%, efficiency, speed 
and a good scalability even with rising customer numbers are the base plate of your identrus services.

Michael Spreng, SyTrust CEO: “Your applications, your identrus services for your customers define your 
difference. Forging your business logic into the identrus system is the key to success.”

SyTrust CertControl 1.2 offers the most reliable, most efficient and most scalable identrus compliant 
certificate validation on the market. Based on the worlds mostly used web server Apache, it also inherits 
the seamless integration into your infrastructure. Using the Common Gateway Interface, every request 
can be piped through multiple Java-Beans, Perl or Phython-Scripts, Visual Basic Applications or C/C++ 
programs. With these easy-to-use interfaces CertControl may be readily and seamlessly integrated not 
only into your PKI but also into your risk management, accounting, logging and alarming systems.

By the end of the year SyTrust will deliver TransactionControl, an enhanced version of CertControl being 
able to handle Transaction Coordinator messages. Using the interfaces mentioned above, 
TransactionControl will provide you with a specialized identrus Application Server.

A lot of interesting applications run on different platforms within your IT-infrastructure and the identrus 
system is capable integrating them all. However, this is not possible using a monolithic, somewhat 
single-minded Transaction Coordinator. SyTrust TransactionControl offers a stable and efficient multi-
platform application server to integrate all your miscellaneous applications and services into the identrus 
system. Using the flexible extension system, your business experts can design such integrations easily 
using their favourite tools. Therefore TransactionControl offers you real rapid identrus development. 
Showing the capability of a new business concept, implementing pilot applications, migrating your 
existing services - all this can be done easily and fast. 

Florian Oelmaier, SyTrust Head of Development: “Combining the advanced concepts of an application 
server with identrus services, TransactionControl is the best way of proving the power of your services 
and your ideas to your customers.”

Seeing a rapidly changing market your key to success on the identrus field is to leverage your existing 

applications and your upcoming ideas fast. TransactionControl is designed to give you all you need -

featuring the same quality regarding availability, speed and scalability you saw with CertControl. 

With these two products, CertControl and TransactionControl, SyTrust offers the most advanced and the 

most "open" identrus services on the market. 
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